Silent Scout Signals
o Main Features of Scout Drill:
 Alert Signal
 Freezing
 Arm Signal
 The Troop Falls Into Position on the run
 The only Word-of-Mouth commands necessary are
 “Troop Atten … tion!”
 “Troop At … Ease!”
 “Scout Sign!”
 “Scout Salute!”
 “Hands … Down!” or “Two!”
o Formations:
 Informal Assembly
 Single Rank Formation (Troop Line)
 Council Or “U” Formation (Horseshoe)
 Troop Circle Formation
 Open Column Of Patrols
 Close Column Of Patrols
 Parallel File Formation (Patrol Files)
 Dismissal
o Movements:
 Move Forward (Forward March!)
 Turn Right Or Left (Column Right Or Left)
 Halt
http://www.inquiry.net/outdoor/skills/drill.htm

Whistle Signals
When a Scoutmaster wants to call the Troop together he whistles "The Scout Call", or uses a
special Troop call.
Patrol Leaders thereupon call together their Patrols by giving their Patrol call. Then they take their
Patrol "at the double" to the Scoutmaster.
Here are some whistle signals for Scout wide games.
1. One long blast means "Silence", "Alert"; "Look out for my next signal".
2. A succession of long, slow blasts means "Go out", "Get farther away", or "Advance",
"Extend," "Scatter".
3. A succession of short, sharp blasts means "Rally", "Close in","Come together", "Fall in".
4. A succession of short and long blasts alternately means "Alarm","Look out", "Be ready",
"Man your alarm posts".
5. Three short blasts followed by one long one from the Scoutmaster calls up the Patrol
Leaders-i.e., "Leaders come here".
Any signal must be instantly obeyed at the double as fast as you can run-no matter what other job
you may be doing at the time.

Hand Signals
Hand Signals-which can also be made by Patrol Leaders with their Patrol flags when necessary.
Hand waved several times across the face from side to side, or flag waved horizontally from side
to side opposite the face means "No", "Never mind", "As you were".
Hand or flag held high, and waved very slowly from side to side, at full extent of arm means
"Extend", "Go farther out", "Scatter".
Hand or flag held high, and waved quickly from side to side at full extent of arm means "Close in",
"Rally", "Come here".
Hand or flag pointing in any direction, means "Go in that direction".
Clenched hand or flag jumped rapidly up and down several times means "Run".
Hand or flag held straight up over head, means "Stop", "Halt".
When a leader is shouting an order or message to a Scout who is some way off, the Scout, if he
hears what is being said, should hold up his hand level with his head all the time. If he cannot
hear, he should stand still, making no sign. The leader will then repeat louder, or beckon to the
Scout to come in nearer.
Make up your own signals for other commands to your Patrol.

http://www.gomelscouts.com/books/tsx0209.shtml

